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Exchanges is a peer-reviewed, open access, scholar-led, interdisciplinary research journal which has been published by the Institute of Advanced Study, University of Warwick, UK since 2013. Exchanges has a twin mission to champion publications from early career scholars and to support discourse between disparate disciplinary traditions. The journal’s editorial processes are managed by an international board, comprised of early career researchers, who provide particular guidance for first-time authors or those less familiar with writing for broader audiences.

Submissions
Consequently, Exchanges’ Editorial Board invites high-quality article submissions from researchers from all academic fields, especially those demonstrating elements of interdisciplinary or multi-disciplinary content. Submissions in a variety of formats are welcomed, including:

- **Research Articles** (4,000-6,000 words): pieces of original, unpublished, scholarly research, thought or analysis.
- **Review Articles** (3,000-5,000 words): overviews of crucial disciplinary topics and developments.
- **Conversations** (3,000-5,000 words): exploratory, biographical interviews with leading scholars and public intellectuals.
- **Critical reflections** (1,000-3,000 words): critical appraisals concerning areas of emerging research, key events or crucial new texts.

With issues published twice annually, article submissions are accepted for editorial consideration at any time. Submissions falling outside of these formats may be considered for publication, but authors are strongly advised to discuss this with us beforehand.

Contact
To discuss potential future submissions, please contact the Senior Editor Dr Gareth J Johnson at exchangesjournal@warwick.ac.uk. To review our submission criteria and author guidance please visit: https://exchanges.warwick.ac.uk/about/submissions